
All Estate Agents Are Definitely Not The Same! 
Here Are Our Money Backed Guarantees Of Service 

1. Fair Valuation Guarantee 
Giving you assurance that the valuation is accurate and backed up by sound     
evidence, to help you achieve the best possible price. 

2. Fair Fee Guarantee 
Protecting you from over charging and corner cutting.  

3. Fully Informed Guarantee 
Ensuring you are kept informed of all developments at all times.  

4. All Viewings Covered Guarantee 
Qualifying all your viewers fully, protecting you from time wasters and 
accompanying viewings at your convenience.  

5. No Tie In Guarantee 
For Your Peace Of Mind - Free to change your mind at any time.  

6. No Small Print Guarantee 
Plain English, no sales jargon, no hidden clauses, no hidden fees, transparency 
throughout.  

7. Stress Free Move Guarantee 
If we fail to make your move stress free have a spa experience on us.  

If we let you down on any one of our guarantees at any stage, take your pick from 
a range of gifts as our way of apology such as a spa experience for two, a case of 
wine, a huge bunch of flowers or a meal for two anywhere in the Skegness area.  



1. Fair Valuation Guarantee 
Rather than plucking a figure out of the air or over ‘egging’ the price to temp you 
into using us, we will spend time accurately assessing the value that offers you 
the best possible price to maximise your chances of selling in your preferred 
timescale.  

2. Fair Fee Guarantee 
We always offer our fees on the basis of a percentage of the selling price - this 
means we work in YOUR INTERESTS. Fixed fees just mean your estate agents gets 
paid the same amount of money even if you end up dropping your price - that 
can’t be right! A  percentage means its in our interest to achieve the best price 
possible for you. Our Fair Fee Guarantee ensures the fees we charge are carefully 
structured to ensure you are looked after properly and there’s no corner cutting, 
no upfront costs and no withdrawal charges!  

3. Fully Informed Guarantee 
The biggest complaint clients make about estate agents is lack of feedback. The 
fact that they promise to keep in touch with you regularly - yet once you’ve 
signed a tied in contract with them, you never hear from them again, unless its 
to tell you to reduce your price! Well our Fully Informed Guarantee means YOU 
tell us how often you want to hear from us and by whatever means of      
communication you prefer:- phone call, letter, text message, Facebook            
messenger, twitter - you name it and we’ll use it to keep in touch.  



4. All Viewings Covered Guarantee 
The last thing you want after you’ve prepared your home for a viewing is to get a 
viewer that is actually in no position to buy. All of your viewings are covered by the 
guarantee, which means every viewer will be vetted and qualified prior to viewing 
so that you can always make an informed decision about the viewers. This means 
you can choose whether or not you’d like them to come round, based upon their 
buying position. Not only that we’re always happy to help with any advice or      
guidance on viewings, including carrying out accompanied viewings on your behalf if 
you would prefer - completely free of charge. 

5. No Tie In Guarantee 
You would be absolutely amazed at how many times people sign tied in  fixed term 
sole agency agreements  without checking first, or without the agent telling them 
what they are signing. We urge you to check - there are still estate agents locally 
who will tie you into a 3, 4, 5 or even 6 month (!) contract and then tell you that 
you need to give an additional 28 days notice to leave. We find this a ridiculous 
practice. What they are actually saying is;- however poor their service is to you, -  
however badly they look after you or fail to sell your property you are still tied in to 
use them without any option to leave for up to SIX MONTHS!  
If you only take one thing away from all of our advice it Is PLEASE READ YOUR  
CONTRACT AND THE SMALL PRINT. Most agents are not as  transparent as BEAM.   
Our No Tie In Guarantee means we do NOT tie you in to any restrictive contracts - 
no catches, no small print, no hidden charges and you are free to leave at any time, 
we work on the basis that if we look after you and do a great job, you will allow us 
to market the property until its sold. If there's anything at all you’re not happy 
about, we ask that you allow us the opportunity to put it right but you are free to 
take your property off the market with no charge whatsoever.   



6. No Small Print Guarantee 
In this day and age you might be surprised to learn how many unethical sales  
tactics still go on by some estate agents. The sort of practices that really should 
have gone out in the 1980’s, when they came in! Well, our No Small Print     
Guarantee gives you peace of mind that won’t happen at BEAM. We firmly       
believe that communication and transparency are key to building long term      
relationships with clients - no fast talk, or sales spiel here - just 100% jargon free 
straight talking without the bull. You are welcome to have a copy of our agency 
agreement at any time to read it through for your peace of mind.  

7. Stress Free Move Guarantee 
How can we possibly guarantee your whole transaction will be stress free I hear 
you ask?  
Well, the simple answer is, we really do know what we’re doing. With over 40 
years combined estate agency experience in the BEAM TEAM, we believe there's 
no other estate agent out there who knows more, or cares more to make sure 
your move will be stress free. Ultimately, it is of course up to you to decide if 
we’ve been successful in achieving that at the end of the transaction and if you 
don't believe we have then you are welcome to have a spa experience, on us, 
with pleasure, after completion; to help you relax in your new home.  

So there you have it. An estate agent with a difference! We believe these guarantees 
demonstrate our desire to look after you and do a great job,- from day one through 
to completion day. If you have any questions about these guarantees or anything else 

for that matter please give us a call 01754 768877  
or drop us a line:- happytohelp@beamestateagents.co.uk 


